
Ishika Ahuja 
Computer Science Engineering 
Seeking a challenging position that provides an
opportunity to enhance my skills and also contribute
towards the growth of the organization through my
education and innovative skills. 

ahuja8536@gmail.com 

6283931308 

Delhi, India 

linkedin.com/in/Ishika Ahuja 

EDUCATION 

B-Tech(Percentage - 84%) 
Khalsa College of Engineering and Technology 
2019 - 2023,  

Intermediate(77%) 
Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School 
2018 - 2019,  

High-School(86.25%) 
Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School 
2016 - 2017,  

WORK EXPERIENCE: 

Webchefz Infotech Pvt.ltd 
Junior PHP Developer 
02/2023 - 06/2023,  Mo 

Worked on both backend and frontend development. 

Worked on a blog website, content research, and developing a
front-end framework. 

Worked on tools like XAMPP and Sublime Text. 

I learned PHP and SQL. 

Developed a website in just two months. 

designed an authentication form to check whether the user is
an authorized person or not. 

Web Developer 
Freelancer 

I created a website named bharatescrow.com 

SKILLS 

PHP 6 Months Experience Laravel Framework 

Data Structures BOOTSTRAP5 HTML5 sql 

Jquery Java Javascript 

PERSONAL PROJECTS: 
Spot Blog Website: (2023) 

Developed a website that displays various types of blogs. 
The project was built with PHP, MySQL, HTML, and CSS. 
The website is built using tools like xampp and sublime text. 

Smart Door for Covid-19 (2022) 
In this project, an automatic temperature scanning door is presented
to verify the body temperature of any intruder. 
The main objective of the system is to monitor human body
temperature and motion. 
The mechanisms of IOT and machine learning are implemented in
this project. 

Face Mask Detection: (2022) 
This device has been designed to detect the face mask of a person in
a classroom. 
This project is implemented using the openCV library in Python. 

CERTIFICATES 
C (2019) 

C++ (2019) 

Python Programming (2021) 

PHP Developer (02/2023 - 07/2023) 

STRENGTHS 

Quick Learner Team Work Leadership 

Dedicated Problem Solving Ability 

Eager to learn new skills 

Achievemen ts/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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